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enced in Mississippi as the illegal daughter of an illegal interracial marriage, and the psychological exile that can occur when “told you are in a place that is not yours, even if you are a native.”Tretheway brought up the idea that “all writing begins with an existential wound.” Mississippi, she said, was her first wound, but the second was the death of her mother. Tretheway considers her-self a deeply elegiac poet, that she “became a poet to contend with 
deep loss,” and that poetry is the language of grief, of love, and is what people turn to often in those times of deep emotion. It is “there with us, all the time.” Tretheway also discussed her struggles in writing poetry. She says that she has “a hard time discussing the present” and that she feels that poetry should speak to ourselves in the present and past. In the question & answer session following the convocation, she talked about her process of 
writing. One student asked how long it took to call herself a poet, to which she responded, “About 20 years.” Associate Professor of English Lena Khor said, “It’s always inter-esting to hear about the pro-cess of creating. Whatever your craft is, often you get involved because you have a vision of what it could be, and then it turns frus-trating because it doesn’t match up. Reminding ourselves that it takes perseverance and time is so 
important.” Senior Nathan Gornick spoke about this Convocation’s differ-ence to others, as it was a read-ing and not necessarily a speech. Gornick said, “Usually it’s some-one who’s done some important research or something, and they proceed to tell us about what they’ve done, and it’s great and everything, but this is different in that what she was saying was the 
On Tuesday, Nov. 1, for-mer U.S. Poet Laureate Natasha Tretheway spoke at Convocation. Professor Hanford opened convo-cation with Pièce sur des airs popu-
laires flamands by Nadia Boulaner, and Fantasia and Fugue in g 
minor by Johann Sebastian Bach. After a welcome by President Burstein, Conservatory faculty members José Encarnación, Dane Richenson, Matt Turner and Mark Urness performed Fables of 
Faubus by Charles Mingus. Assistant Professor of English Melissa Range then intro-duced Natasha Tretheway, who is the author of four books, win-ner of a Pulitzer prize, member of the Fellowship of Southern Writers and more. Tretheway’s work “Native Guard” is also on the Freshmen Studies works list. Range invited the audience to hear “how her stories intersect with your own,” calling Tretheway a poet historian. Tretheway read many poems, including: “Imperatives for Carrying on in the Aftermath,” “Mississippi,” “Incident,” “Articulation,” “South,” “Miracle of the Black Leg” and many more. Interspersed between these read-ings, she shared some of her thoughts while writing poetry and what it means to her to create art. Tretheway’s poetry is formed on the “intersection between per-sonal history and family memory.” She quoted her predecessor at the Library of Congress, saying, “I write what I am given to write.” She talked about the psychological exile that she personally experi-
Eleanor Legault
Staff Writer
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Natasha Trethewey delivers convocation on poetry and social justice
Natasha Trethewey addresses the chapel.
Photo by Luke Payne
On Tuesday, Nov. 1 at 2 p.m., as Beta Theta Pi shoveled 14 tons of sand into their house in the wake of their annual Beach Bash, hundreds of students and citizens of the Fox Valley gathered in the Somerset Room of Warch Campus Center to hear speeches by Democratic nominees Russ Feingold and Senator Tim Kaine. Senator Tammy Baldwin’s introduction focused on the importance of early voting, saying she voted early that morning for Secretary of State and Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton and Kaine, as well as Feingold for the Senate. She praised Clinton for her work on the Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP) as well as her dedication to improving the conditions of student debt through refinancing and debt forgiveness. She described Kaine as “focused like a laser on how to help Americans get ahead and realize the American dream.” 
As the Nov. 5 early voting deadline rapidly approaches, Kaine and Feingold are travel-ing across Wisconsin to promote early voting. Feingold explains the importance of early voting by saying simply, “We can stop thinking about you.” Feingold also catered to the large proportion of Lawrence students in the room and enthusiastically discussed his connections to Lawrence. He holds an honorary degree, has close connections to alumni and has guest-taught classes for a for-eign policy course.Kaine emphasized the power of early voting to signify how well the campaign is doing. The two also emphasized the importance of freeing volunteers to reach out to undecided voters. Getting new volunteers on board in the final stretch of the campaign was also a goal of the event. Much of Kaine’s speech was in support of his running mate. “I’m am so proud to be a strong man supporting the first strong woman to be nominated by a major party 
to be president of this country.” He said, “Hillary doesn’t like to brag about herself, but I’ll brag about her.” He praised Clinton’s cre-dentials and support of children and family throughout her career despite various hard-ships along the way. Kaine also criti-cized Republican can-didate, Donald Trump, making comparisons of character. He said he would rather see “a strong woman in the office” instead of “a man who offends women every time he opens his mouth.” Junior Julian Cohen, like many students, has already voted via absentee bal-lot in his home state of Virginia. “I’m really proud that I’m from Virginia. He said a lot of things I agree with.” He said, “I feel like everyone I’ve talked to is really 
involved in this election and has voted or will vote.”Elizabeth Bridgewater, a freshman, also voted early via a Colorado absentee ballot. She felt that it was important to her to vote in her home state, but also 
feels voting early will allow her to volunteer more in the last week of campaigning. “It was interesting to hear Senator Kaine talk and get to know him as a person and com-pare his public speaking to Hillary Clinton’s,” she said.
Hannah Birch
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
Senator Tim Kaine campaigns on campus, pushes early voting
See page 11
Senator Tim Kaine greets the crowd after his remarks.
Photo by Natalie Ortega Wells
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Event Planning and Organizing Committee (EPOC) put on their second big event of the term: Spooky Night on Saturday, Oct. 29. The event consisted of a barbeque  in the quad that started at 5 p.m. and was open to all stu-dents. The movie “Scream” was shown at 8 p.m. in the Wellness Center as the second part of the event. EPOC’s first big event was their paint party in September. “We usually do two big events a term,” sophomore Mikaela Lilly, one of EPOC’s members said. They might do it again next year since there was fairly big turnout. 
This is first time they have done Spooky Night. According to sophomore Alfiza Urmanova, chair of EPOC, the event was originally going to have just the barbeque in the quad, but it happened to be on Halloween weekend, so “[they] added a scary movie.” Urmanova also said that EPOC is doing well. It has a lot of new members, and many students are partaking in the events. As for upcoming events from EPOC, there will midnight coffee breaks set up during finals to help with studying. There will also be dorm competitions in the spring. As for the next term, those events are still under wraps, but look forward to something fun.
On the evening of Wednesday, Oct. 26, Kevin J. Olival, Associate Vice President for Research at EcoHealth Alliance present-ed a lecture titled “Forecasting and Preventing Viral Zoonoses: Integrating Wildlife Conservation and Public Health Research.” This lecture is the second installation in the Spoerl Lecture Series in Science and Society, which is co-sponsored by the Recent Advances in Biology Lecture Series. Olival took the stage in Room 102 of the Thomas Steitz Hall of Science to shed light on how to predict and prevent viral zoonoses and eco-logical interface between human and animals.The Spoerl Lecture Series in Science and Society invites pro-fessors and scholars from other universities and institutions and is established by Milwaukee-Downer Class of 1944 alumna Barbara Gray Spoerl and her hus-band, Edward Spoerl. The Spoerl Series seeks to promote academic discourse on the role of science and technology in global societies. 
As an ecologist and evolu-tionary biologist, Olival has been researching emerging infec-tious diseases for over a decade. He graduated from Columbia University in 2008 with a Doctorate in ecology and evo-lutionary biology and a Master of Arts in conservation biology. He also has kept track of large groups of bats in Southeast Asia and has examined the relation-ship between wildlife conserva-tion and viruses infecting humans and other animals.Throughout the talk, Olival appealed for the necessity of zoonosis research and its impact on human health. Zoonosis is an infectious disease transmitted from animals to humans. He intro-duced some notorious examples of zoonosis such as SAS, Ebola, and Zika, which all originated from wildlife populations, rather than from domestic animals. Although exactly how animals transmit the diseases to humans lies at the hand of scientists to unravel, he stressed that wildlife plays a con-siderable role in propagating the viruses. These potential viruses existing in wildlife may go unno-
ticed and engender a tremendous threat to human health. In light of wildlife conser-vation, he next explained how human activities can spark or spread the zoonotic outbreaks. As human population extends to wild animal habitats, he noted human activities such as agricultural intensification, deforestation and bushmeat hunting may lead to ecological disruption and zoonot-ic diseases running rampant. He said, “Humans induced changes that are causing these diseases to emerge…Disease emergence is an ecological phenomenon, not an evolutional phenomenon.”Olival lastly illuminated col-laborative research efforts in predicting zoonotic disease emer-gence. He illustrated how sci-entists predict the geographical place, or so-called “hotspots,” of the next zoonoses, the most risky host species and even the “missing zoonoses”—the number of poten-tial diseases one can find in an animal. While previously doctors found hard to connect zoonotic outbreaks and wildlife conserva-tion, the EcoHealth Alliance for which Olival works investigates 
“And God said, ‘Let there be lips!’” Those words, shouted out by many audience members in unison provided an indication that Lawrence’s annual show-ing of “The Rocky Horror Picture Show” was about to begin. Last week, on Friday at midnight and on Saturday at 8 p.m. and mid-night, students lined up outside of the cinema in anticipation of the show ahead. Many students dressed up for the occasion or simply wore their Halloween cos-tumes. Attendees were greeted at the door by student cast members who marked them with either a “V” for “virgin” or an “M” for “mas-turbator.” “When it comes to Rocky Horror, there are two groups of people in the audience,” said fresh-man Chris Follina, who is a long-time Rocky Horror fan and who attended the show on Saturday. “Virgins, who have never seen the show before, and masturba-tors, who have seen the show at least once before, likely multiple times. If you’re a virgin, you’re 
strongly encouraged to partake in a virgin ritual.” The virgin rituals vary depending on the theater and showing. This year at Lawrence it involved a fake orgasm contest. After the initiation ritual and a brief introduction, the movie started amid much applause. Lawrence’s unique brand of Rocky Horror is a combination of a showing of the movie with live actors performing the show alongside it. Auditions were held earlier in the term for the parts, and the cast and crew have spent the time since then rehearsing and promoting the show with posters around campus and a sur-prise visit to the Commons in full costume.One aspect of Rocky Horror screenings that sets it apart from other films is the audience par-ticipation. Not long after the film opened in the U.S., it became common practice for viewers to “talk back” to the movie, and since then many audience partici-pation scripts have evolved. The lines vary based on location and other aspects, but most scripts include a combination of puns, vulgar jokes and pop culture ref-
erences. Lawrence’s screening was no exception to the audience participation tradition. Students yelled various comments and jokes out at regular intervals and sang along with the musical num-bers. During “The Time Warp,” the whole audience stood and danced along. Despite the distraction cre-ated by such an involved audience, the performance went smoothly, 
according to cast members. “You’d think that it would be difficult to focus, especially with some of the more hilarious call-lines, but I love feeding off of the energy of the audience!” commented junior Elliott Dryjanski, who played the role of Dr. Frank-N-Furter this year. “The more raucous the audi-ence, the better the show!”Dryjanski has been involved in Rocky Horror performances 
since their first year at Lawrence. “My freshman year I was an extra and last year I played Janet!” Dryjanski said. “This year I finally got my dream role and I had the time of my life. We had an amazing cast this year, and I wouldn’t have missed doing it for the world.”
Compiled by Kelsey Kaufmann
RLD NEWSW CHINAThe Chinese military put on a show of stealth fighter jets at the Zhuhai Air Show in an attempt to display China’s increasingly modern military technology. The J-20 radar-evasive jet is scheduled to be operational in 2018. The show has been perceived as a display to rivals that China is continu-ing to develop new military armaments and as an assertion of China’s position within the region.
ITALYA magnitude 6.6 earthquake hit central Italy on Oct. 30. No deaths have been reported thanks to early evacuation efforts, but thousands are without power. Many buildings in the area are said to have sustained significant damage, including the historical St. Benedict’s Basilica in Nordica. 
FRANCEControversy stirred after Parisian police forces bulldozed a migrant camp in the north of the city. Many migrants were threat-ened with detainment and expul-sion from the country. Multiple humanitarian aid groups have condemned this action as dehu-manizing and a waste of taxpayer money.
IRAQIraqi and Kurdish forces suc-cessfully entered the city of Mosul after an extended battle near the city. Islamic State forces have resorted to using methods such as human shields to prevent further movement. The operation to liber-ate Mosul from ISIS is said to have continued successfully despite the use of such tactics. 
GREAT BRITAINThe head of the M15 Brit-ish intelligence agency voiced concerns in a conference this week regarding Russian cyber aggression. He acknowledged internal concern over increas-ingly aggressive Russian for-eign policy and hacking attacks, despite denial of such actions from the Kremlin. He stated that Britain intends to increase cybersecurity expenditures to combat what they perceive as an anti-Western threat.
The Lawrence cast of the Rocky Horror Picture Show reenact a scene from the movie.
Photo by Emily Midyette
“The Rocky Horror Picture Show” rocks Lawrence campus
Allegra Taylor
Staff Writer
_________________________________
Spoerl lecture informs about wildlife conservation and public health
Spooky Night at Lawrence
Brittany Beermann
For The Lawrentian
_____________________________________
Mina Seo
For The Lawrentian
_____________________________________
the ecological interface between human health and both domestic and wild animals.Many students taking envi-ronmental studies, along with a few professors, filled the hall. After the lecture, students found the speech both instructive and intriguing. Junior Louis Weissert said, “The most interesting thing 
about the lecture was the inter-section between zoonotic dis-ease [and human health].” Junior Maamie Appiah also agreed, “I am not really into biology…and don’t care about animals. But it was interesting to see the intersec-tion between human health and animals.” 
TRIVIA QUESTION: 
Several weeks after its release, “The Rocky Horror Picture 
Show” was banned in what country?
Send your answers to lawrentian@lawrence.edu by 5 p.m. 
this Sunday, Nov. 6, 2016.
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He didn’t remember why he had to leave.It might have been because it was too suffocating in his room, too small in his house. He ended up walking along the highway. It was empty at this time of night. Not even 18-wheelers ventured the narrow lanes after the sky changed from ultramarine to obsidian. Even the moon hid her-self tonight.He saw the lights before he heard the car. They pierced the night and brought him down, out of his mind. It wasn’t much of a decision, more of an instinct to put his arm out when he could feel the warmth of the lights against his back. 
The car, already ambling, slowed easily at his gesture. Like the driver was waiting, knew he would be on the highway, trying to remember how to breathe. They stared for a moment through the glass. Her wet eyes and his shad-owed ones. Then he got in the passenger seat, and she took off without a word.She didn’t know these roads. She had taken lefts and rights and run lights until she could actually see the stretch of high-way before her. Until the tears streamed down her face instead of blinding her. Her foot eased off the gas as her breathing evened. The car rolled on and she followed the twists and turns almost mechanically. She let her-self become part of the path. As the lines in the road grew closer 
together, the streetlights on the median became further, and fur-ther, and further…Until the road before her turned into a secret to be discovered again, and again, and again. She watched the way her car lights cut through the dark until their path was obstructed. A shape took form, and it was human. She had already planned to stop before they had stuck their hand out. His eyes were dark around the edges, the way she knew hers were red. A moment passed, and then he was slipping into her car. She didn’t hesitate, and pulled off as soon as he closed the door.He didn’t ask where they were going, and she didn’t have an answer anyway. 
Have you ever looked down at a pile of leaves or a shrub to discover that it’s covered in little ladybugs? Well my buddy, my pal, do I have news for you. Those little guys aren’t ladybugs at all. Well, okay, that’s not entirely true because they’re really close-ly related to ladybugs, but they aren’t the same species. What they are is the ladybugs’ evil twin. Ladybugs are often seen as a good luck symbol, so when you stumble across one of these pleasant little bugs, typically the response is positive. Imagine how I felt the fateful day I tried to snap a photo holding what I thought to be a ladybug, only to get a little bite in return! Rude! In a huff, I returned to my room to find more little devils clinging to my clothes! Somehow they tricked me into 
bringing them to my home base! I made quick work to rid myself of the demons only to be met with a nasty odor. What invade the shrubs, trees and yes, even the dorm rooms of Lawrence University each October aren’t ladybugs, but are their close relative, the Asian Lady Beetle. The difference between the two isn’t big, but it’s enough to make me feel betrayed. The Asian lady beetle, sometimes called the Halloween beetle due to the time of year it becomes abundant, is slightly larger than a typical lady-bug with black ‘W’ or ‘M’ mark on the top of its head blocked out with large white “cheeks.” Asian lady beetles also tend to have more of an orange look to them than true ladybugs, but color isn’t the best indicator to differentiate between them.  What appear to be sweet, harmless little bugs are instead 
rude, harmless little bugs! They won’t do you any real harm, but goodness gracious are they annoy-ing! They smell, they bite, they cling to your stuff and they love to just hang out in your home! (They don’t even pay tuition!) Perhaps it wouldn’t be so bad if there weren’t so many of them. By the middle of November, it seems like you can’t take a step without crushing one of these beetles. They swarm around the cracks of doors and try to fly in at every opportunity like stamped-ing horses with fury and fire in their eyes. Then they wait in the win-ter, dormant. Waiting for the tem-perature to rise before they come out and repopulate the fields once again.
Seniority Report
“Alone Together”
Attack of the Asian Lady Beetles
Snapshots in 
Motion
Every autumn, I tell myself that I am going to pay attention to this season of transition. I will notice the yellow-tinted leaves as they fall from the branches into heaping piles at our feet. I will cherish nature’s horizon bursting with color on crisp mornings. Every year, despite what I tell myself, one day I look around and suddenly all the leaves have fallen. The trees are now bare, shiver-ing in the wind, while frost dots the grass below.  In my earnest attempts to capture the essence of fall, to take a screenshot of a season that is always nostalgic for its brief embrace, its end always seems to take me by surprise. Trimesters evade me in the 
same way. In a university that anchors itself to the numbering of weeks, each passing week tied to a collective sense of being, it is impossible to hit pause. Even in the seeming stillness of an early term Tuesday, weeks tied to num-bers tied to midterms tied to par-ties create a chronology of antici-pated milestones that is impos-sible to separate from. In trying to find that one moment in the term of which to take a snapshot, to create a mem-ory that is not steeped in signifi-ers, it is impossible to focus in on a frame and the result is always blurry. Just as autumn is marked by its familiar festivities and beloved in its brevity, the term is always marked by its stage in the cycle, an acknowledgement of its tem-
A series of short fiction pieces continuing the stories 
told in concept albums. This week’s article is inspired 
by Fall Out Boy’s “Alone Together.”
The World Music Created
By Celeste Hall
Tia Colbert
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Madeira Seaman
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porary role. Enveloped within its grasp, it is impossible to capture a still life when its movement is on pace with your own. As the end of the term creeps forward and takes me off guard, just as every term before it, this time I try to pay attention. 
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For the first time in program history, the Lawrence University Volleyball Team has qualified for the conference tournament. The team ended the regular season fourth in the conference stand-ings, just good enough to make the tournament, which is comprised of the top four teams at the end of the season. Cornell College won the regular season title and will host the conference tournament.Going into their last two con-ference games, a road trip to Iowa to face Grinnell and Cornell, the Lady Vikes controlled their own destiny. If they won both games they were guaranteed a spot in the tournament. Unfortunately, the team lost both games; however, the goal of making the conference tournament was still possible it would just be decided by other teams. To make the tournament, the Lady Vikes needed St. Norbert to beat Ripon. The volleyball team got just what it wished for on Oct. 26 as St. Norbert beat Ripon in straight sets. Lawrence and Ripon ended the conference season with the same record, 5-4, but the Lady Vikes won the head-to-head matchup, giving them the edge and the monumental fourth seed. While making the conference tournament is a high point for the volleyball team, the season was not all smooth sailing. The Lady Vikes had their fair share of struggles early on. Despite the dif-ficulties, the team never lost sight of their goal, making the confer-ence tournament. “We always play a really tough preseason, playing teams that are ranked in the top 25 in the nation. It always really challenges us and pushes us to our brink sometimes. We had a rough couple of first conference games but I think we just kind of recollected ourselves at the begin-ning of the next week. And we just said that the past is in the past and we we’re completely out of the conference tournament yet and that’s been our goal since 
before this season even started. So I think we just stayed focused and pushed forward” reflected junior Colleen Nowlan. The goal of making the con-ference tournament is not exclu-sive to just this year’s team. Many teams before have been looking for the elusive first conference tournament appearance in pro-gram history. This only sweetens the experience: “Every time I think about it I get goosebumps. I think back to my freshman year and how the conference tourna-ment has always been the goal and sometimes it seemed unreachable at times. So to be at a point where its definitely been reached and it could go beyond is just amazing” said Nowlan. While the team is enjoying their accomplishment, they know that there is still volleyball yet to be played. The conference tourna-ment takes place on Nov. 4 and 5, with semifinal action on Friday the 4th and the final on Saturday the 5th. The Lady Vikes (11-15, 5-4 MWC) will face the number-one-ranked Cornell Rams (19-6, 9-0 MWC) who went undefeated in conference play this season. The Lady Vikes know it will be a big game, but they are ready. “I think we are just hoping to play the best we can. Last time we played Cornell we kind of gave them a run for their money so I think we’re hoping to just keep pushing them and keep making them earn their points because we deserve it just as much as they do” expressed Nowlan. Winning the conference tour-nament would be icing on the cake. Right now the team is savor-ing the moment of finally mak-ing the tournament and hoping to have their best performance of the season on Friday when they take on Cornell.
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Cross Country Conference Championships
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Lawrence football beat Grinnell 53-7 on Oct. 29.
Photo by Victor Nguyen
Tina Schrage
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_____________________________________
Volleyball makes conference
Janusiak and Kortenhof have been frontrunners all season.
Photo by Victor Nguyen
Big Ten Football Is the Best
This previous weekend, Lawrence’s Cross Country Team travelled to Beloit, Wis. to partici-pate in the Midwest Conference Championship meet and returned with several accomplishments in their hands. It was held at the Beloit Club Golf Course during a warm and humid spell that is unusual for October. “The course was beautiful,” sophomore Josh Janusiak commented, “It was well-groomed and there were many colorful trees and lots of space with slight rolling hills, which appeared to be much larger near the end of the race.” Conference is a very stress-ful time for many athletes due to high expectations, which impact-ed some runners on Saturday, but overall there were still several performances that were exciting for the Vikings. On the men’s side, Janusiak came out as the confer-ence champion after a very stra-tegic race, with a time of 25:42.6 for the 8,000-meter run. He fin-ished 27 seconds before the sec-ond-place runner. Freshman Joe Kortenhof, placed sixth in the race, mak- ing him 
an all-conference runner, with a time of 26:37.2. He was also awarded the Midwest Conference Freshman of the Year honor, which recognizes the freshman who places highest in the con-ference meet. Sophomore Ben Schaefer ran a time of 27:17.5 and took 21st, while senior Max Edwards was 33rd with a time of 28:05.7. To finish out the scor-ing for Lawrence, junior Ethan Gniot placed 34th with a time of 28:07.9. The men’s team placed fourth overall in the meet.On the women’s side, there were several strong finishers. Freshman Christina Sedall came in first for the Vikings, placing 25th with a time of 24:38.3 for the 6,000-meter run. Junior Erin Schrobilgen, placed 30th with a time of 24:59.0, and junior Hannah Kinzer came in shortly after Schrobilgen with a time of 25:08.4 in 34th place. Junior Amy Hutchings took 43rd place with a time of 26:03, while junior Margaret Huck, who ran a very gutsy race and led the Vikings for most of the race, came in 47th place with a time of 26:30.8. The women’s team finished seventh overall in the meet.Janusiak’s Conference 
Champion title is his first, and Lawrence’s first since 2011 and ninth runner to accomplish this in history. “It has been my goal throughout the whole season to win the conference meet and I am very proud and excited that every-thing lined up for the big day,” Janusiak stated. He started out the race quickly with Kortenhof, then built a slight lead over the next pack of runners, before turn-ing that slight lead into a 30-sec-ond difference and holding a tough pace for the last couple of miles. “I was mostly taking in the excitement of feeling good dur-ing the meet and absorbing the great cheering from the coaches, spectators, and women’s team,” Janusiak added.The Conference meet was where the Vikings showcased their talents and the outcome for each individual proved that their hard work was well worth it. With the momentum from this race, Lawrence will take the top seven runners from the conference meet for both the the men’s and women’s team and will be head-ing to the NCAA Midwest Regional Championship in Oshkosh on Saturday, Nov. 12.
One of the hardest questions to answer about college athletics is who has the toughest sched-ule. This often then comes down to what conference a team plays in, since they will face the same eight or nine teams every year. Although Alabama (SEC) remains the number one ranked team (rightfully so) in the nation by the AP, four of the next nine spots are filled out by members of the Big 
Ten. With the first College Football Playoff rankings also placing the Big Ten in five of the top 12 spots, it seems like a representative from the Big Ten is all but guaranteed for the Playoff.Note: all following rankings are from the College Football Playoff selection committee, released Nov. 1, 2016.#3 Michigan leads the Big Ten right now at 8-0 as the only remaining undefeated, and one of only five remaining (Alabama, Clemson, Washington, 
and Western Michigan, ranked #1,2,5,23 respectively) in all of Division 1-A Football. The other currently ranked teams from the Big Ten include #6 Ohio State, #8 Wisconsin, #10 Nebraska, and #12 Penn State. Previously, Michigan State had reached as high as #8 (AP), while Iowa had been #13 (AP).Aside from Michigan, the top competitors in the Big Ten all have losses to each other, in the tune of: Penn State beat Ohio State, who beat Wisconsin, who beat Nebraska. All of these games were decided by seven points or fewer. However, Michigan also narrow-ly beat Wisconsin and trounced Penn State. Wisconsin currently sits at 6-2, but have the best argument for their top-ten ranking. The two losses not only came against then-top-five ranked teams, but also were decided either in overtime, or by a late interception when down by only seven. They con-tinue to pound the rushing game into their opponents’ throat, as is customary for the Badgers, but have revamped their defense to be of the highest caliber in the nation. Only one team (Ohio State) was able to score more than 20 points on them, although they 
have played four other AP top-ten teams.Ohio State has been consis-tently dominant across the board for the better part of the 2000s, and Urban Meyer has continued this trend. Heading the coaching staff since 2012, he has construct-ed a 57-5 record at OSU, win-ning one Big Ten Conference and one National Championship. They had a few nail-biters for games this year, though, and even with dominant performances against Rutgers and Tulsa, it is easy to think that the Buckeyes are not quite living up to expectations.Coach Jim Harbaugh has elec-trified the Big House (Michigan’s home stadium) and high school homecomings the likes of which is reminiscent of the Bo Schembechler era. Having played for the legendary coach at U of M himself, it is hardly surpris-ing. Michigan leads the nation in most team defensive categories, allowing both the fewest yards and points per game. It is this strong performance that spear-heads the Wolverines into nation-al title talks.One of the arguments propo-nents of the SEC commonly pro-vide is the depth that is lacking in the Big Ten. Although every 
c o n fe re n c e has a few push-overs, the Big Ten is continu-ing to have a diverse onslaught of competition every year. Iowa, Northwestern, Michigan State, Indiana, and Maryland have all played tough games against the top teams, and have even done the same during inter-confer-ence play. Just one week ago, Northwestern played Ohio State to the final minute, narrowly fall-ing 24-20.By now it should be clear that there is both a deep history and strong trajectory for hard-nosed, competitive football in the Big Ten. It seems likely that Ohio State and Michigan can remain undefeated until Nov. 26, when the next installment of what is the greatest rivalry in college, if not all, athletics. The winner would then face the West Division leader, which is much more in the air. I predict Wisconsin, along with Michigan, will win the remainder of their games and meet again in the Big Ten Championship Game, held in Indianapolis.Until then, notable games include #10 Nebraska at #6 Ohio State on Saturday, along with Maryland at #3 Michigan.
Sports in Photos
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STANDINGS
Statistics are courtesy of 
www.midwestconference.org
Nov. 2, 2016.
FOOTBALL
TEAM MWC OVR
Monmouth 6-0 8-0 
St. Norbert 6-0 6-2 
Macalester 6-1 7-2 
Lake Forest 5-2 7-2 
Illinois 4-3 5-4 
Cornell 2-4 3-5
Lawrence 2-4 3-5 
Beloit 2-5 3-6 
Knox 1-5 1-7 
Ripon 1-5 1-7 
Grinnell 0-6 0-8 
  
WOMEN’S SOCCER
TEAM MWC OVR
Knox 9-0 17-0-1 
Lake Forest 6-2-1 10-7-1 
Grinnell 6-2-1 9-6-2 
St. Norbert 5-3-1 9-7-1 
Ripon 5-3-1 14-3-1 
Illinois 5-4 8-9-1 
Monmouth 3-6 7-9-2 
Beloit 2-6-1 4-9-1 
Cornell 1-8 3-15
Lawrence 0-8-1 1-14-1
MEN’S SOCCER
TEAM MWC OVR
Lake Forest 8-1 11-7 
Knox 7-0-2 13-3-2
St. Norbert 7-1-1 14-3-1 
Grinnell 6-2-1 10-6-1 
Monmouth 4-5 5-11-1 
Illinois 3-6 4-11-3 
Cornell 2-5-2 8-6-4 
Beloit 2-6-1 7-8-1 
Lawrence 2-6-1 6-10-1 
Ripon 0-9 4-13 
VOLLEYBALL
TEAM MWC OVR
Cornell 9-0 21-6 
St. Norbert 8-1 14-14 
Grinnell 6-3 14-10 
Lawrence 5-4 11-15 
Ripon 5-4 17-9 
Illinois 4-5 15-12
Lake Forest 3-6 7-17 
Knox 3-6 7-20 
Monmouth 2-7 7-18 
Beloit 0-9 10-15
WOMEN’S TENNIS
TEAM MWC OVR
Grinnell 9-0 10-1 
St. Norbert 8-1 10-6 
Cornell 7-2 10-3 
Lake Forest 6-3 8-4 
Lawrence 5-4 6-6 
Knox 4-5 5-12
Ripon 3-6 6-10 
Illinois 2-7 2-8 
Monmouth 1-8 1-12 
Beloit 0-9 0-14 
Soccer season ends with games against Beloit
by Shane Farrell
Vikings of the Week
by Arianna Cohen
Paige Witter
Swimming
Taylor Reifert
Soccer
Photo by Emei ThompsonPhoto by Emei Thompson
This week, I had the pleasure of talking with Taylor Reifert. 
Reifert, a sophomore on the men’s soccer team leads the team in 
scoring with seven goals this season. Last week, he led the Vikings to 
a 3-1 win over Ripon College. In the game, he had one goal and an 
assist. The men’s team ended the year in a tough battle, losing 1-0 
against Beloit.
Shane Farrell: Tell me about the game against Ripon, how do you feel you played and the team played?
Taylor Reifert: Ripon was a bit of a wildcard as a team. They had not put up great results, but had a few good players who were able to exploit a few of our weaknesses towards the end of the first half. We started strong, scoring in the second minute on a great team goal, but then played a little more defensively which cost us. We regrouped at halftime and came out firing in the second half and were able to put two more goals away, with plenty of other offensive chances.  
SF: You lead the team in scoring, what do you attribute to that success?
TR: Of all the goals I scored this year, only a few I can take all the credit for. My team did an amazing job of finding me when I was in dangerous areas on the field, which set me up to put a lot of balls in the back of the net. I also think that I had much more confidence this year which helped me be a little more offensively oriented. 
SF: How does this year’s soccer team compare to lasts year’s team?
TR: This year’s team played for each other and no one else. We relied on each other, held each other accountable, and had an “all in” mindset. We were put in an interesting position not having a coach for four games early in the season, but we took the adversity in stride. I think this showed in our offensive success as well as our defensive stability. We called on every player to make an impact this season, and I think that showed the true character of the team. 
SF: How do you balance being a D-III athlete with the academic 
This week I had the pleasure of sitting down with swimming 
standout and senior captain Paige Witter. Witter was recently 
named Midwest Conference Swimmer of the Week. She was among 
the top finishers at the All-Wisconsin Showcase. Witter grabbed 
10th place in the 200-yard butterfly, took 19th in the 100-yard but-
terfly, and she was part of the 8th place 200-yard medley relay team. 
She looks forward to her final season as a Lawrence Swimmer. 
Arianna Cohen: As a freshman, what goals did you have coming into your collegiate career?
Paige Witter: As a freshman, I was just excited to be a part of a collegiate team and to try a new training type. I wanted to get faster and, if possible, break a college record.
AC: How do you keep yourself focused before you get into the pool? Do you have any pre-meet rituals?
PW: I don’t have many pre-meet rituals, beyond trying to eat the same kind of breakfast every time. I try to focus on what my goals for the meet are, and how they will help me get to my season-end goal times.
AC: Is there anything you do in your spare time that you think helps with your performance?
PW: I try to get enough sleep and stay healthy, sometimes it works better than other times!
AC: What has been your favorite memory thus far in your swim-ming career at Lawrence?
PW: My favorite memories are definitely made during winter training. The swim team is one of the few groups on campus dur-ing December, and it really gives us a chance to focus on swimming without other school concerns. Plus, at the end of the two weeks in Wisconsin’s winter, we go to Florida!
AC: What do you feel like you contribute most to your team?
Michele Haeberlin
For The Lawrentian
_____________________________________Both the Men’s and Women’s Soccer Teams traveled to Beloit to play their last games on Saturday. Both teams finished the season with solid last games.The men, whose standing is 6-10-1 and 2-6-1 overall for their Midwest Conference came into the game with good perseverance. They lost by one goal, made in the second half by Beloit’s Martin 
Garrett-Curie. That was the only point they allowed Beloit to make. They fought every other point attempted by Beloit and also got close to some good goals them-selves, never giving up through-out the entire game. Beloit had 10 saves by Jere Bauer, and the Vikings had a 16-11 edge in shots for the game overall. Also, senior Joe Krivit stopped five shots for the Vikings before the end of the game. The men’s team finished on a good note—they may have lost 
but they fought hard and only let Beloit get one point on them.The women’s team, with a standing of 1-14-1 and 0-8-1, also played very hard in this game with a double overtime tie. Junior Ryan Berkley had a pair of goals, and Beloit came back with two goals late in the second half to force overtime. Berkley had scored early in the second half to make it 2-0, until Beloit came back at the end and the game then fin-ished 2-2. Beloit’s Tegan Rock had 
11 saves. Junior Kori Looker had 7 saves, and the Vikings had a 19-15 edge in shots. Our team played very well, starting out with the lead 2-0 and then only letting Beloit score enough to tie us. Next year is sure to be another solid year for these women!Make sure to check back in when soccer season starts up again, but both teams can be happy knowing they ended their seasons on a good note. 
See page 12 See page 12
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In honor of All-Things-Halloween, this past weekend the Lawrence Swing Dancers (LSD) hosted a Masquerade Swing Dance on Oct. 28 in the Swing House. Students showed up at the Swing House dressed in their costumes and masquerade masks to dance to some old-fashioned tunes and to kick-off the Halloween weekend. “Swing dance club is a fun place where you can both learn a different way of danc-ing and meet new people,” stated freshman Tashi Haig, who attended the event dressed in her Eowyn of Rohan costume from “The Lord of the Rings.” When describing the event’s atmosphere, Haig said, “Everyone is very friendly and helpful to newcomers which I really appreciate.”Additionally, freshman Joseph Wetzel, in attendance of the Halloween Masquerade, stated, “I like the swing dances for some of the same reasons I like team games. I like practicing something collaborative and get-ting better at it together.”Created with an emphasis on teaching swing dance to individuals at all levels, LSD has been an official club at Lawrence since 2001, but was originally founded in 1998 by Dane Tice ’02 and Suzanne Butz ‘02. LSD covers many variations of swing dance styles, including Jitterbug, Charleston, West Coast Swing, East Coast Swing, Lindy Hop and the Modern Jive, just to name a few. The LSD started out with a focus on instruction in East Coast Swing, as well as a lesser focus 
on instruction in Lindy Hop.The differences between East Coast Swing and Lindy Hop lie in how these dances evolved. East Coast Swing is a form of partner swing dancing that emerged in the 1940s when swing was in popular demand, but the already known Lindy Hop was viewed as potentially too difficult to newcomers. East Coast Swing is a fast mov-ing swing that works under rock-n-roll or boogie-woogie style songs. Evidently, Lindy Hop preceded the emergence of East Coast Swing, developing throughout the ‘20s and ‘30s as the jazz era progressed. Lindy Hop is a mixture of several popular dances that prior to it, like tap and Charleston. It is built around both solo and partner work and is known for its more improvisational qualities. Back to a more recent time, as of 2004, not only had LSD officially established their Swing House on campus, but they had also developed a much greater emphasis in instruction on Lindy Hop, encouraging this more improvisational and collabora-tive dance to be developed by all sorts of Lawrence students.Super senior Sara Larsen started with LSD as a freshman by attending a few dances a term. By her junior year, she had become highly-involved with the group by becoming a member of the board. She stat-ed, “I got involved because I really love to dance, and Lawrence Swing Dance seemed like the perfect group to do it with.”Larsen also shared what swing dance meant to her. “Lawrence Swing Dance is 
important to me because it gives me an outlet for creative movement,” said Larsen. “This group also provides an environment full of learning, trying new things, impro-vising and sometimes just being silly! I love the community aspect of social dances and I love getting the opportunity to dance with old friends and brand new beginners.”This weekend’s Halloween swing dance was a spooky success, and there are many more opportunities to learn more about the group and swing dancing. The Lawrence Swing Dancers host New Move Monday Lessons, lessons in Lindy Hop on 
Wednesdays, beginner lessons on Friday nights and following those Friday night lessons is a Swing Dance. All of these les-sons go from 8 p.m. until 9 p.m. and on Fridays the Swing Dance takes place after the beginner lessons until 11 p.m. The Monday and Wednesday lessons are always in the basement of the Swing House, and the Friday lessons take place in whatever venue the Swing Dance will be held in that weekend.
November has just begun, which means one thing: the Fall Term of 2016 is almost over. It is time for the campus to start embracing the season of cold tem-peratures, finals cram sessions and that one precious hour of extra sleep on Nov 6 when Daylight Savings Time ends. Between poet laureates and vice presidential candidates visiting campus and, of course, the upcom-ing election, this November will surely be one for the archives here at Lawrence. Lawrence has a very colorful history when it comes to the month of November. On Nov. 6, 1923, Lawrence College stu-dents ruined the fun fall tradition of sitting around a bonfire for the future generations of Lawrentians. After what the archives define as a “raucous Homecoming celebra-tion,” the Executive Committee placed a ban on bonfires made by students on the Lawrence campus. So, as you pack away your firewood and cancel your plans for the evening after this news, take some time to reflect on how your actions will affect a whole campus for nearly a century.Early November has been a big time for building dedications in Lawrence history. On Nov. 4, 1929, the dedica-tion ceremony for the Alexander Gym II was held. The gym was described as: “A Temple of Health and Joy,” according to the 
archives of the event. The gym still upholds this legacy to this day, remaining a staple location for sporting events on campus. Nov. 5, 1956 marked the dedication of the all-women Colman Hall to the Lawrence campus. After 60 years, Colman Hall is now home to both men and women students at Lawrence.The Lawrence campus was visited by former president of the United States, Richard M. Nixon on Nov. 13, 1959. At the time, Nixon was serving as Vice President during the Eisenhower administration, and visited campus to give a speech entitled “America and the World Community” in the Memorial Chapel. Nov. 29, 1979 held the installation ceremony of Lawrence President Richard Warch. President Warch served the Lawrence community until 2004, and dur-ing that time was named one of the nation’s 100 top college presidents by the Exxon Education Foundation. Today, Warch’s name and legacy can be remembered by a quick trip to the Richard and Margot Warch Campus center.The month of November has certainly held many important legacies of Lawrence University in its history. As we gear up for finals and conclude the fall term on cam-pus, take some time to head to the archives, located in the Seeley G. Mudd Library, and learn some more about the rich history of Lawrence.
Swing Dance Club hosts masquerade ball
Now that it is November, the spookiest time of the year is officially over. The month of October is left behind along with all the fun horror that came with it. However, a tradition called Haunted Lawrence allowed students to carry fright in their hearts year round by exploring some of the scarier parts of our university’s past. Haunted Lawrence was founded 10 years ago and takes interested students on a historical tour of Lawrence University with a paranormal twist. Archivists from the Seeley G. Mudd Library go through the university’s history to find the best stories of the strange and the unusual to kick-start Halloween weekend.This year Haunted Lawrence took place on Wednesday, Oct. 26 at 8 p.m., was a little different from past years. Instead of a walking tour around campus, it was a seat-ed storytelling event held in the Milwaukee-Downer room of the Seeley G. Mudd Library. Surrounded by books almost as old as the stories discussed at the event, 30 students gathered around archivist Erin Dix as she recounted various tales of different para-normal events that have taken place at Lawrence University. Main Hall, Ormsby Hall, the library, the Memorial Chapel, Stansbury Theatre and International House were some of the buildings discussed. Dix had pictures prepared of the buildings and the people involved in the hauntings and presented them to us as she went through each story. While the pictures enhanced the stories, there was one prop that stood out among the rest. Dix surprised the crowd by pulling out a mold of Lawrence’s deceased seventh president Samuel Plantz’s face. The mask was made post mortem and is known as a “death mask.”  She put it away, after considering that its intended purpose was not to scare college kids, but to be used as a reference when constructing a statue of Plantz. Scott Breyer and Kevin Goggins, mem-bers of Lawrence’s security staff, attended as special guests. They shared their per-sonal experiences at Lawrence “after dark.” While Breyer described various occasions where he felt presences around campus, Goggins seemed more skeptical. “There are people who hear things,” he said in 
response to the claim that there are spirits in the Chapel. However, they both had their fair share of stories to share. Breyer recounted a tale regarding his midnight lock in. In his story, all the lights would remain on after he locked International House every night. He would do a thorough check every time, and never found the culprit. He once formed a team to make sure that no one could hide while they did their final check. However, after concluding that there was no one was there, the lights flickered back on as soon as they left. The phenomenon was never explained. Throughout the session, students were on the edge of their seats, latching onto every word. When asked about their experi-ences, many students would pipe up about all the Lawrence ghost stories they knew. These stories would range from silverware flying off shelves to scratching on doors. Sophomore Alyssa Ayen described her only paranormal experience at Lawrence, “One night this year, I was in Plantz…and I woke up in the middle of the night and went to the restroom and I walked by a par-ticular door and it started shaking and then stopped. I thought maybe it was the wind, but it was a weird phenomenon for me. It was kind of out of the ordinary.”  After the event was over, students dis-cussed their experience. There was an over-whelmingly positive response. Freshman Allegra Taylor said, “I think it was really cool to hear a bunch of different people’s stories. It was spooky.” Freshman Chloe Braynen agreed with the sentiment, “It was captivating, honestly. I loved all the stories and didn’t know that so many of the houses had different experiences [with the para-normal].” Because the university is so old, there are a lot of legends and stories circulat-ing, combining Lawrence history with the paranormal. Taylor attended for this very reason. “I am interested in the history of Lawrence,” said she. “It’s such an old insti-tution that there are so many things that have happened that we don’t know about. I think I’m going to go back to my dorm and read about ghost stories.”  
Haunted Lawrence Tour November in Lawrence History 
Claire Zimmerman
For The Lawrentian
_______________________________________________
Katie Mueller
For The Lawrentian
________________________________________________
Students swing dance the night away.
Photo by Ben Tran
VP Nixon throws a snowball at Lawrence in November 1959.
Photo courtesy of Lawrence Archives
Andrew Brown
Staff Writer
_______________________________________________
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This year during the Halloween season, fundraising events were put on by Lawrence clubs, including the Dance Team and GlobeMed. The Dance Team sold candy grams at lunch time outside of Andrew Commons from Monday, Oct. 24 to Wednesday, Oct. 26. GlobeMed sold “eyeball” and “brain” cake pops, “organ” cookies and apple cider in Steitz Hall and in the Conservatory on Monday, Oct. 24 and Tuesday, Oct 25. Students could send these “candy grams” the Dance Team sold, which con-sisted of a personal note and candy, to other students. The grams were delivered to student’s SPCs on Halloween day. The money the team raised from this event will go towards “apparel, uniforms, or other necessities for the dance team to help us to continue performing and representing Lawrence,” said sophomore Cassie Gitkin. GlobeMed, on the other hand, is a national organization and a big propo-nent of equal partnerships and sustain-able development as opposed to top-down aid. Lawrence’s chapter specifically is part-nered with a Health Development Initiative in Rwanda. “We fundraise for projects that 
our partner asks us for,” stated junior and GlobeMed Co-President Bhavana Suvarna. “This time we fundraised for a sustainable garden initiative to combat malnutrition for the community of Potters, a marginalized ethnic community in Rwanda.” The group made about $100 from this event.Both groups will be hosting more fundraising events throughout the rest of the year. The Dance Team will be selling more candy grams again during Valentine’s Day among other events. Earlier this year, GlobeMed had another fundraiser where they sold succulents and brought in around $300. They will be having another succulent sale in the spring along with other fundrais-ers. As Fall Term comes to an end, both clubs are busy with other events beyond fun-draising. The Dance Team recently wrapped up their football season performances, but will be back again during the halftimes of Saturday home basketball games. This weekend on Saturday, Nov. 5th, everyone is welcome to the GlobeMed’s showing of the documentary “Living in Emergency” at the International House at 6 p.m. as a part of their series called DocuToppers.Fundraising is an important way for different clubs to be able to fund for their own needs and causes. Also, it helps 
to get the words out to the community. Fundraising brings about an opportuni-ty for students to support each other by donating to the different events. It was neat to see both groups making a creative spin to tie in the theme of Halloween for their 
events as well as students supporting the events. It all seemed to help their fundrais-ing go “scarily” well.
Lawrentians’ Halloween Fundraising Efforts
On Saturday, Oct. 28 from 8:30 p.m. to 10 p.m., Pan Asian Organization (PAO) host-ed their second annual Superstition Night in the Mead Witter Room of Warch Campus Center. The event was an open forum invit-ing students to tell horror and ghost stories, mysteries and folklore from different cul-tures. The stories ranged from mysteries of sleep paralysis, unexplained bad luck and cultural superstitions. It was a spooky night with friends in front of the fireplace with the lights out and creepy music. Here are a few of the scary stories that were told by the members of PAO:Junior Sam Bader shared a spooky Hawaiian folklore: “Many people only think about Hawaii as an island paradise with beautiful scenery and a laid-back lifestyle. Growing up here I know that this place is not without its more haunting moments as well. Some of the spirits of those who have lived in the islands before us, and many of the living have been lucky enough to have experienced ghostly encounters and lived to tell the tale. The most famous of these stories come in the form of ‘Night Marchers,’ the spirits of Hawaiian warriors protecting the lands that they fought for. Legends say that their coming is marked by ominous drumbeats and flaming torches from a dis-tance when you’re in a remote area of the island. They come process across the foot-paths in formation, but one must never look at them directly, or they encounter will be deadly; people have disappeared after reported encounters and never seen again. Instead, one must lay on the ground face down until they pass, and sometimes even naked to take an extra precaution, as a form of respect. There are other spirits that roam the islands, including the volcano goddess Pele, who can appear to humans in different forms without them knowing, yet command lava at her will to destroy or create life. Regardless, there are many more stories that are abundant in Hawaii, and most end the same way: have respect to the people and the land you visit wherever you go, and no harm will be done to you.”Sophomore Stephon Berry said, “As early as I can remember, I had the ability to lucid dream. When I was in eighth grade, prior to the therapists and the doctors and my depression diagnosis, in between frequent transplants of what my fam-ily deemed home. I lived in a house on the south side of Chicago. 
“For the major portion of my life dealt with sleep paralysis. The family physician said it was the result of my mind wak-ing before my body, and prescribed that I break the 7 p.m. fast and drink more fluids. I did and eventually the problem went away. But when we moved into this house, coupled with depression and insomnia, it crept back. “In this house I would wake from a quarter night’s sleep, and a silhouette some-how shadowed by the light of the TV, and it would just stand at the end of my bed. It would just look at me, and back away toward the closet. I would shut my eyes tight and the next time I opened them it would be gone. The next morning I would wake up and check the closet with flashlight and knife from the kitchen in hand. “I awoke at around two or three in the morning to the thing standing directly next to my bed, in line with my stomach and looking down at my face. Through my eye-lashes I still could not see a face. It looked down, is if it knew I were looking back it. I shut my eyes as it backed away toward the closet and when I opened my eyes again it was gone. When my aunt came over to spend the night she stayed in my room. She woke me in the middle of the night to the jiggling knob of my closet door. The door had stopped after a while, but the next morning we told my mom about it and she took it a bit more seriously. That night after my aunt went home I put a broom beneath the knob of the closet door and jammed the handle end against the floor to try to keep the door shut. When I woke in the middle of the night the closet door was closed, but the broom was missing. The figure stood facing my ‘sleeping body,’ directly in front of my legs. It reached out and it seemed like it brushed my leg. It looked up at my face, rested its hand there for a bit, and finally backed away toward the closet door. When I opened my eyes it was gone. The next morning I woke up and the broom was replaced. I honestly started to think I was imagining it all. The whole thing never got explained. But when we moved it stopped.“Even stranger was that last winter I joined a group on Facebook with a thread on sleep paralysis, and I decided to share my story. I got into a dialogue with an artist who lived on the East Coast and had painted all the places from his dreams in which he had sleep paralysis. One of them looked exactly like my room from the house in Chicago.”
Sarah Wells
For The Lawrentian
________________________________________________
GlobeMed’s bake sale fundraiser during the week before Halloween.
Photo courtesy of Bhavana Survana
PAO Superstition Night
Karina Barajas
Staff Writer
________________________________
Photo Feature:
The Halloween Spirit Lives On
 “I am learning about gender fluidity in Span-
ish and thought it would be cool to give a 
more masculine feel to the costume,” says 
sophomore Eddie Hood about his Harley 
Quinn-inspired costume.
Photo by Larissa Davis
Left to right: Mathew Hjelle, Maddie Knudson, Mia Delasho, Emma Fletcher and Ellie 
Van Why in Wizard of Oz costumes. 
Photo by Larissa Davis
From left to right: Tatsuya Yarita, Asuka Miyoshi, Jo Atarani, Shu Yamamoto and Miyu 
Ozono dress up for Waseda students’ trick-or-treating.
Photo by Ben Tran
“I like to draw something cool on my face and walk 
around campus,” shares sophomore Trang Doan 
about her makeup.
Photo by Ben Tran
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On Oct. 29 at 8 p.m., my ears and mind were soft-ened, massaged and kneaded into a relaxed shape. It is not often that one has the chance to experience ambient music in a live setting, but senior Jason Koth provided just that for his recital attendees. As the doors opened to Harper Hall and we found our seats, subtle electronics resonated throughout the hall, providing a warm blanket of sound and setting the tone for the rest of the concert. The piece was “Improvisation 11,” a recording Koth made prior to the concert. Although ambient music is pri-marily a recorded art—and he certainly has a distinct voice with this medium—the rest of his recital featured composi-tional techniques more uncom-mon in the style. Much of this phenomenon can be attributed to Koth’s melding of the acous-tic and electronic, using his favorite aspects of both kinds of sounds and instruments to create music that exists in both realms, opening up possibili-ties with timbres and textures not available just with electron-ics. After “Improvisation 11” and a short introduction, the concert began its hour of con-tinuous music, each of the first four pieces seamlessly fading into the next and the last fading into minutes of silence. Koth’s construction of his program was a highlight of my experience, as the concert felt like a larger, unified work rather than five unconnected pieces. Beginning with “Fino al Paradiso,” a solo marimba piece played by senior Adam Friedman, the composer’s often subtle use of tension and release was emphasized. Although devoid of electronic components, “Fino al Paradiso” was an alluring look at Koth’s attention to detail in multiple layers, with Friedman playing calming and constant textures underneath contrasting and more assertive harmonies. As the warm marimba decrescen-doed, a cool breeze of guitar with reverb and delay rang out, directing the audience to slow-ly pan their eyes and ears from the right of the stage to the left for “so far Above,” played by senior Luis Gonzalez. With the ethereal reverberation, Gonzalez effortlessly leapt to and fro from high to low on his guitar, pulling harmonies from the overtones and undertones made prevalent by the elec-tronics. The sustained array of tones perfectly turned into the electronic layer that began “What Peace There May Be In Silence,” the first of two pieces 
that featured Slipstream—a quartet of saxophone, electric guitar, piano and percussion.The piece was commis-sioned for Slipstream and showcases Koth’s talent at working with live, acoustic instruments while also work-ing as a musician himself, stretching the limits that the role understated electronic lay-ering can have when the acous-tic often has a more explicit feature. For most of the piece, the electronics filled the silence minimally, a beautiful backdrop for the quartet that did not call too much attention to itself. As the piece progressed to a new movement, the electronics found their way to the forefront, creating a soundscape with the four others that, while highly active, defied density and pro-pelled forward with ease. The penultimate “My Soul Shall Be Healed” segued right from it, continuing Slipstream’s fea-ture but adding the composer himself on alto saxophone. The piece was entirely improvised around the key of E minor and throughout it, and I sometimes lost track of what sounds were coming from where since the five musicians soothingly and smoothly blended their parts together. For much of the con-cert, especially the final third or so, I was simply content—pleased by the goodness that emanated from the music.The final piece, “Different Worlds,” was another improvi-sation by Koth, accompanied only by a tranquil darkness in Harper. While it was not my favorite piece from the pro-gram sonically, the experience was a trip, putting me in a deep, relaxing mental state where it was almost impossible to com-mand my eyes to open or close and to move my hand to take notes. The experience vividly reminded me of times I have had a fever and lie in bed to rest, and due to the much-needed relaxation, I do not feel ill but rather at peace. For about 20 minutes, I stayed in this state, and as the couple minutes of silence that followed the end-ing of the hour were perme-ated by applause, I came back to this world, mainly to show my appreciation. Koth provided something rare to Lawrence—music that is, as described by ambient innovator Brian Eno, “as ignorable as it is interest-ing.” While deeply rooted in its origins and influences, Koth’s ambient music also pushes the boundaries, and further inno-vates.Keep on the lookout for releases from Jason Koth later this year. I know I will.
     Izzy Yellen
      Columnist
_______________________
Jason Koth’s Senior 
Composition Recital
Babini gives guest cello recital
Over the course of the past Thursday through Saturday, Lawrence University’s Theatre Department held four perfor-mances of the musical “A Man of No Importance” at the Stansbury Theatre. The musical is based on a 1994 film adaptation of a book by Terrance McNally, with music by Stephen Flaherty and lyrics by Lynn Ahrens.“A Man of No Importance” is set in Dublin, Ireland in 1964, and centers on the story of Alfie Byrne, played by senior Matt Kierzek. Alfie is an ordinary man—a bus conductor and theatre enthusiast who hides his homosexuality due to conflict with both the politi-cal and social climate of the time and devotion to his church, St. Imelda. Alfie’s sister, Lily Byrne (senior Kara Taft) is eager to see Alfie marry off so that she can start her own life with the butch-er Carney, played by senior Kip Hathaway (told through the song “Books”). Alfie chooses to put on the racy play “Salome” by Oscar Wilde with the community theatre troupe, St. Imelda’s Players, and casts the reserved Adele (senior Annie Penner), who is new to town as the title role (“Princess”). 
This causes others in the troupe to believe Alfie has a romantic inter-est in Adele, though it is his co-worker, Robbie (sophomore Alex Iglinski) whom he has feelings for (“Love Who You Love”). Through personal struggle and revelation of self, Alfie learns that the the-atre is truly a place where one can come to escape these conflicts and be truly oneself (“Welcome to the World”).The set, designed by Assistant Professor of Theatre Arts Keith Pitts, was made of several com-ponents—a table that served as a kitchen for Alfie and Lily, as well as a table in St. Imelda’s church 
and in a bar. A wall at the back of the stage that was adorned with a cross doubled as the Byrnes’ front door. Next to the door was a miniature stage at St. Imelda’s, which also functioned as Alfie’s room. The set’s versatility allowed for the imagination of the vari-ous streets, bars, buses, house and church demanded by the script.The pit, also in costume, was conducted by Associate Professor of Music and Co-Director of Choral Studies Phillip Swan. The music was in-tune, together and appro-priate with its lilting Irish-inspired tunes. It truly provided a solid 
“A Man of No Importance” showcases talent
On Sunday, Oct. 30, Harper Hall welcomed renowned cellist Susan Babini. Accompanied by Associate Professor of Music and pianist Michael Mizrahi, the guest recital made for an exceptional night of music. Disappointingly, the moderately low attendance did not match the caliber of such a fine musician as Babini. Nonetheless, the listeners who were present seemed to thor-oughly enjoy the performance. Most notably, Babini played with a level of passion that truly resonated with the audience. Each note was played with the utmost care, creating a superbly 
consuming performance. The duo performed Sergei Rachmaninoff’s “Vocalise, Op. 34 No. 14,” and also his “Sonata in G minor for Cello and Piano, op. 19.” The pieces con-tained somber and slow melodies, as well as impressively fast and intricate sections. Each tempo and style was played with equal con-viction; Babini seemed to pour her heart and soul into every melody line.  Oftentimes, the rich, grand sound that filled Harper Hall would suggest that there must have been more than two musi-cians performing. Having played together for years, Babini and Mizrahi blended extremely well and were very in tune with one another. They seemed to have a 
secret language—nonverbal com-munication passed between the musicians in a quick glance or the raise of an eyebrow. For the majority of the recital, Babini held the spotlight. However, every once in a while, a striking piano caden-za  would steal the stage, show-ing off the awe-inspiring skill of Mizrahi. Between the two Rachmaninoff pieces was Dmitri Shostakovich’s “Sonata for Cello and Piano in D minor, Op. 40.” Babini’s playing told a story, and the audience seemed to yearn for answers during each silence—waiting for the next piece of the tale. In the “Allegro” movement, 
Bridget Bartal
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
Margaret Norby
Staff Writer
____________________________________
Film Review
“Fargo”
It is rare to see the mundane meet the thrilling and the sweet meet the sinister in a way that is as satisfactorily uncomfort-able, darkly humorous and oddly heartwarming as is “Fargo.” The film thrives off of the contrasts it creates. In typical Coen broth-ers style, the directors play with the limits of unconventional-ity: placing kidnapping plots and gruesome murders within the context of the quiet, close-knit Midwest; exaggerating the “Minnesota nice” mannerisms of some characters while similarly inflating the menacing natures of others. “Fargo,” as a result of these offbeat pairings, is at once wonderfully familiar and peculiar.Beginning with one of what will be many shots of vast, white and snowy landscape, the film feels oddly dreamlike and unreal 
from its start. Yet, if you have been to Minnesota or North Dakota in the winter, you will no doubt recognize the white-washed scene the movie greets with. So much of “Fargo”—from its ever-frozen scenery, to its almost cartoonish violence, to the sheer singularity of each of its characters—is surreally absurd, yet in many ways ordi-nary; the Coens blow reality up to the point of comedy—yet a comedy still very much rooted in reality.Protagonist Marge Gunderson (Frances McDormand) in a way, embodies this dichotomy; she feels very much like a real human being, but she is also a sort of caricature of the Midwestern attitude—tough and sweet, the pregnant police chief, only taking a break from chasing criminals to eat some Arby’s or sometimes to puke. During the film’s gory climax, she remains relatively unfazed 
and innocently perplexed about why somebody would want to do so much harm, on such a “beautiful day” for just a little bit of money.While some believe the jux-taposition of dark violence and light humor takes away from the emotional weight of “Fargo”—and of the Coen brothers’ films in general—in this case I believe it serves to strengthen both aspects, dark and light. If the movie were not so lighthearted in its characterization of the northern Midwest and its inhab-itants, the horrifying events that take place there would not be so jarring. If the movie was a simple comedy about a quirky town and its quirky citizens, these familiar quirks would not be as valuable, resulting in the film seeming inauthentic and shallow overall.The homey details are what save the movie from absurdity 
Ali Shuger
Staff Writer
____________________________________
The cast of “A Man of No Importance” performs in Stansbury Theatre.
Photo by Taylor Blackson
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On Oct. 28, Instructor of Dance Margaret Paek brought artists from many different back-grounds together for a collab-orative improvised performance. Members of her own ensemble—called Lower Left—joined pro-fessors, students, musicians and more onstage for a multidisci-plinary dance extravaganza called “Available Space.” Paek acted as the host of the show, introducing the pieces and guest performers. Paek’s Ensemble Thinking class gave a pre-show demonstra-tion of some of the techniques they have been learning. They practiced giving a particular member of the group their “spatial focus,” arrang-ing themselves in a way that led the audience’s eyes to that person. Paek briefed the audience on what was going on and asked them to speak “yes” when the students had succeeded in giving someone spa-tial focus. This technique was a neat way to introduce concepts used in the main performance and give students an opportunity to work in front of a crowd. Lower Left, the profession-al ensemble leading the perfor-mance, consists of Andrew Wass, Kelly Dallrymple-Wass, Nina Martin and Paek, was founded in San Diego in 1994. The four mem-bers live all over the world; they 
travelled from Germany and Texas to join Paek at Lawrence last weekend. Paek wanted to gather these influential people from her dance career to make a momen-tous dance show. An amazing aspect of this performance was the diversity of talent onstage. Guest dancers included Dean of the Conservatory of Music Brian Pertl, Music Education and Harp Instructor Leila Pertl, director of IGLU and Lecturer of Music Matt Turner, cellist and Lecturer of Music Loren Dempster, Hurvis NEH Fellow in German Katrina Nousek, Assistant Professor of History Brigid Vance, Associate Dean of Students for Campus Programs Paris Wicker and many others. The passionate and collaborative effort of these people says a lot about Lawrence University.The first piece was called “One Idea, Two Cellos,” featuring Turner and Dempster on cello. Over fifteen people began the piece by walking in a large spiral pattern before con-verging on a point on the floor. The cellists improvised slow melodic and rhythmic lines, giving the dancers different moods and tem-pos to play with. As the dancers moved around, they changed the focal point in the room, giving and taking energy from the spaces they occupied.Before the second piece, called “50 Ways,” began, Paek instructed the audience to “Choose what you 
want to watch—what you want to get out of this.” The piece featured four groups of four dancers each. At first the members only inter-acted with their neighbors, but as time passed, they began to explore the room, mingling in silence with other groups. The way they slowly changed their arrangements and poses almost made “50 Ways” seem like a visual arts piece.The final piece, “Four by Four,” saw the departure of the guest dancers and the return of musi-cians. The four members of Lower Left were surrounded on the floor by Dean Pertl playing didgeridoo, Leila Pertl playing harp and Turner and Dempster playing cello. This act featured a constant redistribu-tion of power between musicians and dancers; the leader-follower relationship was constantly flip-ping. Lower Left had an opportu-nity to demonstrate its skill and comfort as a small ensemble, per-forming advanced moves involv-ing carrying and moving each other in time with the ambient soundscape.“Available Space” was a strong beginning for the 2016-17 Dance Series at Lawrence. Paek’s large ensemble did a wonderful job showing how people of all disci-plines can come together to create art, reaching a level of comfort and passion that was captivating and inspiring to viewers. 
Lower Left explores focus
    Wendell Leafstedt
     Staff Writer 
____________________________I had the pleasure of attending the guest flute recital on Monday, Oct. 31, given by Rebecca Johnson, renowned flutist and professor at Eastern Illinois University.  I was incredibly interested in the con-cert before going, and I also had lots of questions. Flute repertoire is so expansive, so I was unsure what I would be seeing. Would I hear mostly classical repertoire with a piano accompaniment, or newer music written for flute and electronics? After walking into Harper Hall, it was evident that the modern repertoire would be played. While I have heard many flute works with electronics and many classical flute works, I have not heard many pieces written for unaccompanied flute in a modern style.Johnson opened the recit-al with “Soliloquy” by Lowell Liebermann. After describing the ins and outs of the piece, she began playing. In the first few lines of the piece, one could hear Johnson’s aptitude and affection for the flute—she played clear, melodic lines as if they were clouds in the sky, seemingly effortlessly, and conveyed extremely well the mys-terious mood of the piece. After “Soliloquy” she played “Ainava ar putniem” or “Landscape with birds” from Latvian composer 
Pēteris Vasks. Through this piece, 
Johnson was able to clearly show the full range of the flute through a mixture of extended and classical technique as she demonstrated a variety of textures and intensities through lyricism.Johnson’s next pieces were two of Paganini’s “24 Caprices.” She described these as the most classical pieces on the program but talked about their intricacies as they were transcribed for flute from violin. After Paganini, she moved to the avant-garde with Luciano Berio’s “Sequenza,” a piece demonstrating Johnson’s versatility on her instrument. “Sequenza” brought flashes of bright colors and bursts of pure energy from the flute—painting a massive picture that engulfed the hall.The final pieces Johnson played were Elaine Fine’s “On Such a Winter’s Day” and three “Tango-Etudes” composed by Astor Piazzolla. While “On Such a Winter’s Day” brought intense feeling to the audience due to dis-sonance, Johnson demonstrated superior rhythm through the Tango-Etudes.As a pianist, it is not unlikely for me to skip a guest recital in a different instrument because of the lack of piano and lack of requirement for my major. However, I learned from Johnson’s recital how easy it is to attend guest recitals that will ultimately 
Guest Flute Recital
ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:  
CAEL NEARY
    Emma Arnesen
     Staff Writer 
_________________________For senior and studio art major Cael Neary, art is a way to express how we feel and dis-cuss topics that may be uncom-fortable to discuss when using words. Currently, they are work-ing on large-scale graphic art and focusing on a consistent style that is also recognizable. In keeping a strict color pal-ette of pink, blue, yellow and white, Neary has mirrored the crisp line and vibrant colors of other paintings within the same series of self-portraits. They admit that this style is not some-thing that they did seriously before, since it is easy to feel uncomfortable about the way that one looks. “Painting yourself feels kind of narcissistic to me, [and] I don’t like that aspect of it,” they commented, while also sharing, “Doing self-portraits is a way to kind of make yourself feel beautiful when you don’t other-wise. I guess it’s been a sense of trying to like my body and who I am and what I look like…my gen-der identify especially is a topic that I’ve been painting about and thinking about.”  The four-foot by five-foot canvas Neary is currently work-ing with is part of an independent study towards their senior expe-
rience. Under the instruction of Frederick R. Layton Professor of Art and Associate Professor of Art Rob Nielsen, Neary is focus-ing on acrylic paints and the large canvas, described as a “sort of continuation of paintings [they have] been working on since last winter that have been center-ing around gender and sexual-ity.” The painting consists of a bright white bathtub filled to the brim with green fish, inspired by a professor who commented, “that’s a whole other kettle of fish.” Neary noted, “the image that sort of popped into my head was a bathtub full of fish,” even though it both is and is not that. Influences for art come from what people have said, and what they are reading, watching or even thinking about at the time. Although sometimes there does not seem to be an initial theme to the art, Neary explained the intricate planning and manipu-lation of different pictures and sketches on Photoshop before sitting down in front of a blank canvas. For Neary, experiment-ing with and discovering new mediums is important. In work-ing across different techniques and styles such as pen and ink, sketching, acrylic paints and silk screen print-making, they said, “Medium changes, and it is sort of what I want to do at 
the time, or how I want to get the message across.” In doing so, Neary has tried many dif-ferent kinds of art making, and they received a senior experi-ence scholarship to cover a two-week jewelry course at Haystack Mountain School of Crafts in Maine this past summer. “Even though I’ve never done jewelry before, [Haystack] taught me a lot about small metals and work that I’ve never done. It makes me think of how I’m doing them, about technique and about slow-ing down,” they shared. Working with a new set of materials and in a new environment helped Neary learn about the medium of jewelry making, especially since the studio-based workshops at the art school helped artists to really focus in and learn more about the technique and style behind their craft.  Even for non-artists, Neary suggests being exposed to dif-ferent fields of study and taking classes. “I have taken classes in a broad range of subjects because I think that what else I’m seeing and doing and hearing and learn-ing in my life really informs what I’m doing,” Neary stated. This term, for example, Neary chose to take a feminist theory course because, “I really think that all of those readings and actually hav-ing the historical substance and knowledge behind them—like 
things that I’m thinking about with gender and sexuality—is really good to have.” Going to events that they would not have normally gone to and talk-ing to people has helped Neary better understand the connec-tions of art-making to the rest of their life, both at and outside 
of Lawrence. To see what Neary has been working on, their fin-ished art will be showcased with other senior art majors’ work at the Senior Art Show Reception on Friday, May 26 during Spring Term.  
Photo by Veronica Bella
Elijah Kuhaupt
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
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The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and 
community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the authors. The 
Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which 
represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to 
submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
STAFF EDITORIAL:
The CAS: Combating Academic Stress
Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Jonathan Rubin at jonathan.c.rubin@
lawrence.edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the 
right to edit for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before pub-
lication, and should not be more than 350 words.
One of the universal truths about this university is that academic stress is inevi-table, and especially at this point in the term. In previous editorials, The Lawrentian’s Editorial Board has criticized Lawrence’s culture of academic and extracurricular overwork, and has challenged the claim that our campus is in fact “healthy.” The Center for Academic Success (CAS) is a resource students can use to combat academic stress, and greatly improve their Lawrence experience.The CAS is most well-known for its writing tutoring services, as many students are required to work with a writing tutor during Freshman Studies. However, the CAS also has over 140 content tutors whose job is to help other students understand course material. Working with tutors can be much more productive than simply having your friends read over your paper or discuss concepts with you: tutors have undergone extensive training and are paid for their time, giving them an incentive to work hard to make sure your work turns out well. Tutoring is non-remedial, and the majority of Lawrence students meet with a tutor in any given academic year.The CAS also provides academic accommodations for students with learning dis-abilities, and can also help arrange testing for learning disabilities or ADHD. These services help to make sure Lawrence’s learning environment is accessible to all stu-dents.One resource within the CAS that is not very well-known is its academic counsel-ing services. Many times, students struggle with academics for reasons that may not be readily apparent to them, and academic counselling can help students understand and address these issues. Additionally, academic counselling helps students who are struggling with motivational issues, time management and study skills, among many other topics. The CAS provides students with many tools to decrease academic stress. Yet, many students complain about Lawrence’s existing academic culture—in which sleep deprivation and stress are normalized—and act as if there is no way to combat it. Taking the initiative to use the resources campus provides us is an important step towards changing this culture. The CAS is located on the first floor of Briggs Hall, and tutoring appointments can be set up online through Voyager. As Fall Term comes to an end, remember to utilize this resource.
There’s a reason The Rolling Stones wrote “Brown sugar, how come you taste so good?” The stuff is perfection. Imagine a bonfire with all of your best friends out in the middle of the woods on a chilly (but not too chilly) fall eve-ning. You have fuzzy scarves on, hats knit by your grandmothers and gloves that fit just right. Your sweaters aren’t itchy, your feet aren’t sweaty. The fire is just big enough and just warm enough. Everyone has their drinks of pref-erence. The stars are bright. You notice five shooting stars. All is well in the world. 
This is what brown sugar is 
like. All those warm and fuzzy feelings get crystallized by magic happy-scientists, add a bit of molasses and a pinch of love, per-haps a hug or two, put it at a bag and voila: perfection. Don’t buy it? Check it. There was an actual smear campaign against brown sugar during the late 1800s by the newly consolidated refined white sugar industry. They were so afraid of the success and popular-ity of brown sugar that they found 
pictures of a completely harmless microbe that sometimes could be found in the product, blew up the picture and spread it around to scare people away from this glori-ous food product. This campaign was so full of disinformation that soon people were writing in their cook books that this “inferior, dirty” sugar was to be avoided at all costs. Now, thanks to modern science and a better understand-ing of microbes, brown sugar is back and better than ever. I first fell in love with brown sugar when I would bake or cook with my mom. Nothing compares to the smell when you open a fresh bag. I remember I would see those beautiful little crystallized clumps in the bag and sneak my little hand in to grab them and pop them in my mouth before my mom could see. Although I will never admit it, there is a very good 
chance that I still do that to this day. Don’t tell my mom. If you happen to have brown sugar in your domicile and don’t know how to use it, don’t fear, Expert Emma is here to help you unlock its full potential. Got some squash? Brown sugar is the way to go. Don’t like squash? Definitely 
use brown sugar, lots of it and trust me, you’ll like it. When your brain is telling you to be healthy, but you stomach says sweet, cook some carrots and add butter and brown sugar. Cookies? Brown sugar. Gingerbread men? Brown sugar. Got a gingerbread house to go with those gingerbread men? Brown sugar makes excel-
lent roofing tile texture or dirt for your candy landscaping needs. Lips feeling dry and cracked? Get some honey, cinnamon, and, you guessed it, brown sugar, scrub it on there, wash it off, lick your lips and you’re ready to roll—or kiss somebody. If I haven’t convinced you any of you about the magically scrumptious properties of brown sugar, fear not. Here’s the kick-er: brown sugar actually has less calories than your normal white sugar! Not only that, the molas-ses in it adds calcium, magne-sium, potassium and iron. There’s no excuse. So please, join me in enjoying the greatest “fall food” of all time. Eat your squash, carrots and cookies, and go to that beauti-ful bonfire in your mind.
Emma Fredrickson
Staff Writer 
_____________________________________
Brown Sugar: For Your Consideration 
Ladies and gentlemen who are reading this, I am aware this is not especially that hot a take, the act of disliking Drake. Entire careers have been made insulting Drake, and as many careers have been broken (Alas, Meek Mill, we hardly knew ye) doing this very thing. Fear not, however. I think I can bring a unique enough per-spective to the industrial complex known as “Drake-hating.” I will not do so by accusing him of being soft or focusing especially hard on how he has brought a certain kind of “nice guy” misogyny back into vogue, or even his career on “Degrassi.” Instead, I offer the explanation that Drake simply has revealed himself to be a man without qualities, and what he exhibits is so utterly vacant that there is not real point in continu-ing to endorse him. Where did it all go wrong? Say what you will about his subse-quent career, but “Take Care” is a great album, filled with gor-geous production and genu-ine introspection on the part of Drake. I remember when it came out and people were surprised at the depth it had, how Drake was taking things so embarrass-ing only Kanye West or Kid Cudi would dare broach this topic and rather than hide this insecurity with sheer confidence (Kanye) or innovative sound (Cudi) Drake instead did something very dif-ferent: he embraced his inherent cheese and gave us a good wine selection as well. He didn’t hide the fact that he was talking about his embarrassing, weak moments but instead built an empire off of it. He didn’t make uncool cool, he made cringe cool, which deserves recognition. So where did it go wrong? There will be many theories, but I’m going to lay the beginning of the Decline of Drake at the feet of one song in particular: “Started from the Bottom.” It’s sold over two million copies and it’s spawned a meme from its chorus, so it doesn’t seem like a candidate, but it was also the first single of his third album, and it signified something very different. Drake was attempting, for lack of a bet-ter term, a true banger without the same reflection as his ear-lier work, and while I will be the first to defend party music—if it’s any good—the entire enterprise felt weird coming from Drake. He’d always subscribed to being in the typical rap-game bluster before despite being probably the single most privileged rap-per to ever hit the big time—if you’re a child actor with a decent resume you’re already ahead of a few million other people trying to break into show business—but this felt different. Before Drake’s bluster came via proxy: his asso-ciation with Lil Wayne, A$AP mob, Kendrick Lamar and other people who had, in fact, started from a considerably lower place than he had. He delivered good lines and possessed great charisma, but “Started” even now feels generic: having monopolized producer Noah “40” Shebib’s sound, it start-ed to feel less like a collaboration and more of a brand, and his lyrics stopped feeling like him owning up to his life and more like justi-fication. This made no sense: Drake won. He’d always have his critics, 
but so does everyone. Why spend your time thumbing your nose when you have all the chances in the world to do whatever you want? But the album was good, and Drake recovered, until it began. Drake fell into the thing that has now in a way consumed him: over-hype. He began to talk up his opus, “Views from the 6.” There were stories he was carrying around the master tapes to prevent leak-age, of spending days at a time in the studio making sure he was going to come out on top. He kept his name in the news, and then came “If You’re Reading This It’s Too Late.” Now “Reading” is another example of a Drake album that is good. I don’t think you’re going to find anyone who would really argue otherwise. The beats are interesting as before, and it’s clear Drake is expanding his range. He’s been listening to Young Thug and Future, rap artists who have brought abstraction into main-stream rap like few before them. There’s nothing wrong with it, so why does it feel so fake? Drake has gone on record say-ing he intends to quit rapping at 30 and focusing on singing, out of a desire to not be caught in try-ing to keep up with how young a sport hip-hop can be. This is deeply ironic, because there’s no way “Reading” is an album that sounds like anything except someone trying desperately to be young. His hooks are taking up more and more focus, and his attempts at sincerity are becom-ing more and more narcissistic. “Know Yourself” comes off not as how Drake brought something new to his profession but instead how the profession culminated in him. Rap, says Drake, invented him, and he is a natural apex.Which you know what? That’s a fair case to make. Drake has clearly done his homework, talk-ing especially about how Kanye’s fashion and aesthetic led to him. But Drake presents this as the only endpoint. There’s no men-tion of Kendrick Lamar or Denzel Curry or Danny Brown, to just name a few others who could make that claim. Drake ignores this and continues to party, which is his right, but can backfire. Cue “Hotline Bling,” the great-est song you came to despise. A song that proved how essentially Drake cast off the culture that made him who he is to embrace being fully a creature of the quali-ties of the culture. He dresses like DJ Khaled for winter. The beard. The music video that opens with a bunch of women working a phone sex line and who are obviously not the kind of women that would work at a phone sex line. This is a song that embodies Drake’s worst qualities: it’s cast off his willingness to make himself look bad, even unintentionally. It’s all about the girl needing him now, about how she’s the one at fault and how she should have realized what leaving the city did to her. Where is her perspective? Where is the sense that Drake has any idea about anything but himself? And then comes the double hit of “Views” and the Rihanna award ceremony. Now, I’m not going to spend a lot of time on “Views” because I know none of you did either. It’s bad. It’s incredibly long, and it doesn’t embody anything that made Drake unique. It’s his “Be Here Now”: the kind of thing 
 Henry Dykstal 
 Staff Writer
_________________________
Send Drake Back to Canada
See page 12
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Jonathan Rubin
Op-Ed Editor
________________________
Higher Education As Privilege
Cassie Gitkin
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
Six point seven percent of human beings on earth have some form of degree from an institution of higher education. Only one-third of U.S. citizens have college degrees. In a 2005 National Survey of Undergraduates, of those sur-veyed, only 16 percent were first-generation college students. Children of college graduates are more likely to go to college. According to one Harvard study, people with degrees from higher education live, on average, seven years longer than their peers without degrees. These studies don’t even specify degree type. If we were able to only look at those who held four-year degrees, the statistics would be even starker. Many Lawrence students will go on to pursue even more special-ized degrees in graduate pro-grams. Consider the percentage of the world with master’s degrees; not to mention doctorates—or even multiple graduate degrees.If one considers the demo-graphics of the world as if there were only 100 people, In this example, 87 people would be able to read and write but only 7 would have college degrees.  Despite all of the conversa-tions going on at Lawrence—and elite institutions like it—about privilege and intersectionality, this glaring and self-evident form of privilege is not acknowledged. One student population that I think is particularly exposed to this glaring inequity is first-generation students. Many first-generation students come from impoverished families. A large percentage of first-generation col-lege students are of color or immi-grants or both. These students have been exposed to the realities of not having a college degree in the US.. or have seen the access to higher education in foreign coun-tries. Despite the lack of acknowl-edgment, many Lawrentian’s have been made aware of these dis-crepancies. People who don’t have degrees have a harder time getting a good job, are more likely to be food insecure and are even more likely to end up in prison. In my admittedly limited exposure to activist and organizer spaces, I have come to understand that allyship is a process. One has to acknowledge their privileges and biases and then do the dif-ficult and uncomfortable work required to become educated so that you can use your privilege to deconstruct nefarious institu-tions and constructs like White Supremacy and Patriarchy. In my case, this meant looking at the ways in which I was complicit 
in other people’s oppression. For instance, as a Greek-affiliated white passing and (mostly) het-erosexual man, I have to honestly confront the reality that I have been complicit in the formation of, and unintentionally perpetuated rape culture on campus. Once one confronts reality and stops being defensive, then they can start to work to make their communities more equitable.I have been able to better understand my peers from differ-ent backgrounds and with differ-ent identities much better since attempting this model of allyship. When thinking about higher education as privilege, one should use this same practice. University students—especially at places like Lawrence—are among the most privileged people in the world. All of our needs are taken care of so that we can focus on studying and, despite the scarcity of access to education, not studying. Our food is cooked for us, our bathrooms and communal living spaces are cleaned and we don’t have to lift a finger. If anything we use or come in contact with is broken, a staff member fixes it. We are able to devote our entire lives and in some cases life savings, for four years, to pursuing our educations, but also to make ourselves more valuable to employers. As inherently valuable as education is, the undeniable truth is that many go to college hoping to have access to more specialized fields, which often have higher pay than entry-level jobs requiring only a high school degree. What does a degree from a liberal arts school demonstrate to employ-ers? Obviously a liberal arts back-ground helps foster strong writing and problem solving skills, but part of the value is that a person with this kind of degree had the socio-economic status required in order to attain admittance and had the ability to wait four years before entering the workforce. A large percentage of Lawrence students receive finan-cial aid, and poverty obviously intersects with access to educa-tion, but the reality is that any individual with access to an insti-tution like Lawrence is still a part of a privileged minority that can’t make up more than one percent of the world’s population. At Lawrence, there is much that needs to be done to make our campus equitable for mar-ginalized students. And I want to state clearly that thinking about higher education contextualizes other forms of oppression; it does not delegitimize any other of the oppressive systems at play on our campus. Nor am I trying to claim everyone at Lawrence is equally privileged; we’re not. By under-
standing the way education inter-sects with other forms of oppres-sion we can have more nuanced views and discussions.  Despite the necessity of improving our campus in terms of inclusion, stu-dents of all backgrounds—even marginalized ones—could gain a lot and nuance their perspec-tives by unpacking the privilege of being a Westerner (or someone who attends a Western-style uni-versity) at an elite institution of higher learning in the U.S. One thing this confrontation with reality reveals to us is that, while it is certainly an individual’s responsibility to educate them-selves about privilege and social justice, as university students, we have access to literature and peda-gogies that are nonexistent and or inaccessible for most of the world. In my life I have had the honor of engaging with organic academics who are interested in privilege and intersectionality. The reality of these individuals’s lives forced them to confront these nefarious forces in society. These individu-als, often because of the way they are treated by society for who they are, become engaged and a part of the dialogue around these issues. Despite their unique and complicated perspectives, those without the proper vocabulary are sometimes silenced by those who “know better.” These important conversations will hopefully help shape our culture in the future. Sadly, these conversations are mostly happening on campuses that are clearly not available to everyone. We have to ask our-selves: who are we excluding, and what systems of power and oppression have led to us being implicit in their exclusion?These are very difficult questions that I couldn’t hope to answer in an article like this or even in a complete dissertation. What I can advocate for is this: I believe that Lawrentians should adopt a “lucky few” mentality. We are no more deserving of educa-tion than any other qualified can-didate, but societal and cultural forces beyond our control have opened this opportunity to us. It is our charge to use this massive, beautiful and powerful privilege to deconstruct the institutions and constructs that perpetuate oppression. Personally I value jus-tice for all people largely because of how important my Jewish faith and culture is to my worldview. In the Talmud, a foundational text of Judaism, it is written that “Scholars enhance peace in the world.” I think this is profound wisdom. Use your degree to make college something within every-one’s reach, no matter who their parents are or what country they are from.
DAPL and Activism
You may have noticed your friends posting their Facebook location as Standing Rock, N.D., even though you just saw them hung over in the café this morn-ing. Hundreds of thousands of people are virtually checking into Standing Rock to show their soli-darity with the cause and confuse police. But is it effective?The message being shared on Facebook says, in some form, “The Morton County Sheriff ’s Department has been using Facebook check-ins to find out who is at Standing Rock in order to target them in attempts to disrupt the prayer camps. Water Protectors are calling on EVERYONE to check in at SR to overwhelm and confuse them.” While this seems to be a noble tactic, there is no evi-dence that the Morton County Sherriff ’s Department is even using Facebook check-ins. The department posted as much on their Facebook page this past Monday, stating, “The Morton County Sheriff ’s Department is not and does not follow Facebook check-ins for the protest camp or any location. This claim/rumor is absolutely false.” Even if police were using Facebook to locate protest camps, no person is required to have their location visible on Facebook. One must actively “check in” at a location before the public can see their precise location. If the protestors wanted to keep camps secret via Facebook, they would just refrain from posting their location.Beyond attempting to con-fuse the Sheriff ’s Department, the check-ins do show solidarity with Standing Rock Indian Reservation and the anti-pipeline protestors. This is helpful for raising aware-ness of the issue. It also might make the residents of Standing Rock feel more supported. Beyond that, virtually checking in to Standing Rock via Facebook has no effect on delaying or prevent-ing the pipeline’s construction. The Dakota Access Pipeline (DAPL), is intended to transport hundreds of thousands of bar-rels of crude oil per day from North Dakota to a storage facil-ity in Illinois. The proposed route for the pipeline goes through land that is sacred to Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, including burial grounds, as well as through the reservation’s main water source. The land permitted for the pipe-line was taken from the tribe in 1958 without their consent. The incredible disrespect for the Sioux Tribe is undeniably racist—a pipeline would never be permitted to disrupt a cem-etery. Additionally, the proposed pipeline would disrupt water sources on the Standing Rock Sioux Reservation and cross the Missouri River. This could pollute water that supplies the entire res-ervation. As we’ve seen in Flint, a lack of clean drinking water is not an easy fix. Environmental activists are also concerned about 
the effect that this pipeline will have—an oil spill from the pipe-line would have disastrous eco-logical consequences.The construction of DAPL is clearly problematic on many levels. Is your Facebook check-in helping the situation?There are millions of local and global causes that need sup-port. Social media undoubtedly helps these causes gain momen-tum, but also creates a danger-ous overload of information. Every day, a new cause appears on Facebook—a child in need, a rescue shelter, relief for a natural disaster. How callous must we be to scroll past it? But we all do exactly that.  It would be impos-sible for one person to support everyone in the world, or even to support a day’s worth of social media causes. This surplus of tragedy and information is over-whelming. We might feel guilty for an instant after scrolling past a cause, but that guilt is immedi-ately alleviated by the next video, post or picture that distracts us. Checking in to Standing Rock seems to be just another way to alleviate that guilt. Without donat-ing time, money or much effort at all, anyone can virtually pro-nounce their support for a cause they may know nothing about. The irony is inescapable—by vir-tually being at Standing Rock, we alleviate any need to actually be present at Standing Rock.When we see a tragedy occur-ring, of course we want to help. Humans are naturally compas-sionate; it is this very compassion that leads us on a guilt trip. We want to help, but we don’t have the time or funds or energy, so we feel guilty for not helping. With a Facebook post, we can move on with our lives, saying that we made a difference.Over a million dollars have been raised to support the pro-testors. As social media attention increased, so did donations. This is undeniable. But just checking into Standing Rock does not require a donation, a full understanding of the situation or any tangible assis-tance to the cause beyond show-ing solidarity. In some cases, the Facebook check-ins are just a way to half-heartedly support a cause.Whether this lackadaisical support is fueled by social pres-sure, guilt or compassion, it is representative of our reaction to a complete overload of constant tragic information. How do we balance living a healthy and fulfill-ing life with all of this going on? A good place to start is with honesty. If the DAPL controversy is not particularly relevant to you, that is OK. There is no pressure to support a cause that you do not relate to or care about. That there are so many ongoing causes that require attention can per-haps be looked at as a good thing, since any individual is bound to find a cause they can pledge their full support too. It is better to whole-a** one cause that you find worthwhile, than to half-a** a few dozen that you feel required to be a part of.  
Trethewey
continued from page 1work itself. Research doesn’t quite finalize itself into a nice piece of art like a poem does, not to deval-ue important research being done, 
but in this, it was easier to com-prehend.”He continued, “I enjoyed the soothing quality of her voice; she was very nice to listen to. Sometimes I couldn’t tell when the poems began and when they ended. I found it interest-
ing, again contrasting with other Convocations, that she wasn’t explaining how she writes poetry or how she became to be a poet, but rather explaining through her poetry her story, and the things she wants us to think about, indi-vidually and as a nation.” 
and give it meaning—it is not all about the winding, convoluted plot or the kidnapping or the murder, although these are what drive the film forward and keep us engaged. Like Marge says, it is about the little, everyday details: 
the “beautiful day” in Brainerd—which is actually freezing cold and snowy—and coming home to her husband’s “terrific” news that his art is being put on the local three-cent stamp. We would not feel as comfortable watching this final, typical yet heartwarming conver-sation between the Gundersons if it hadn’t been for the thoroughly uncomfortable events of the prior 
hour and a half. Like them, we end up reveling in the mundane and the familiar—feeling that it is a well-deserved break—and know-ing that the delightfully plain res-olution would not be nearly so sweet without “Fargo’s” unique pairing of the disturbed and the endearing.
“Fargo”
continued from page 8
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Have you ever used the CAS?
PHOTO POLL Tabarique AnwarStaff Photographer
“I first used the CAS as a requirement 
for one of my freshman studies 
papers, and had a wonderful 
experience with it.”
—Kazuma Noguchi
“I’ve used CAS services in the past, 
but not a whole lot. I generally use 
them for help with research papers or 
other written work.”
—Vijayashree Krishnan
“They are amazing; go, go, go!!!”
—Guilberly Louissaint
“I use the tutoring services from the 
CAS all the time! Sometimes literally 
every day in a week.”
—Eli Cauley
“Tutoring has really made the 
difference for me in some of my 
classes.”
—Sierra Parker
“I have used the CAS for several 
reasons, sometimes I request writing 
tutors, as well as being a tutor for the 
Spanish Department.”
—Bere Martínez Wolberg
rigors of Lawrence?
TR: I can’t remember a time in my life where I was not a student-athlete. Growing up I had to balance school as well as soccer, and I think that trained me for being the student-athlete I am today. Being in-season forces you to be even more organized and meticulous about your sched-ule, and you have less time to procrastinate. Being an athlete definitely makes me a better student.
SF: At what age did you start playing soccer?
TR: I have been playing soccer for as long as I can remember. Some of my earliest memories are on a soccer field.
SF: Why did you pick Lawrence? 
TR: I picked Lawrence because it offered me a great academic future while also allowing me to be a collegiate student-athlete.
PW: I try to lead by example by staying positive during hard sets and long training days, and by cheering on and supporting all my team-mates.
AC: Where do you see your team going this season?
PW: I’m really excited to see what we can accomplish this season. We have a lot of new freshmen, and many returning swimmers who have already been improving throughout this season. The women’s team wants to get second at our Conference meet in February, and I think we have a really good shot at accomplishing that goal.
Viking of the Week: Witter
continued from page 5
Viking of the Week: Reifert
continued from page 5
base from which the singing cast could work. Swan also served as music director of the cast. Though sometimes the heavy Irish accent was lost when singing, the talents of the singers far outshined this simple critique. Especially notable per-formances include the sing-ing of Kierzek, Iglinski and Taft. Though all different singing styles, 
Kierzek’s songbird voice, Iglinski’s Broadway tenor sound and Taft’s rich alto tone were standouts. The eccentric character acting by Hathaway and Taft as well as their goofy chemistry had the audience laughing out loud.The Theatre Department at Lawrence University is not often given credit by the student body for its excellence, but “A Man of No Importance” has established a high standard for the rest of the season to follow.
“No Importance”
continued from page 8
the melody was often traded back and forth between piano and cello, bantering in a playful man-ner. This movement in particular had a fine personality that excited the audience. It was truly a pleasure to enjoy the musicianship of Susan 
Babini. The extreme passion she showed for each piece was inspir-ing and breathtaking. It was a shame that more people did not get to experience this phenom-enal recital; it was a display of musicianship from a cellist who has dedicated her entire life to her music.
Cello Recital
continued from page 8
change your perspective on music through the experience and pro-gram selection of the performer. Through Rebecca Johnson’s versa-tility on the flute as a solo instru-ment, I was able to learn a mas-sive amount.
Flute Recital
continued from page 9
that only someone immense-ly high off himself and his suc-cess could make, which pushes itself simply because it has to. “One Dance” was the song of the summer because “Views” said it was, and Drake said it was, and none of us could come up with a decent counterargument. How many times do you intend to listen to “One Dance” now that it’s not absolutely everywhere? And now, Rihanna. This is a masterful act of ego. Drake intro-duces a woman getting an award and somehow makes it all about him with a confession that led to nothing. We saw the video. There was no kiss. Everyone knew there wasn’t a kiss. Rihanna dodged his 
head, and yet we treated it like Drake got the girl and what the man of the night --what he wanted the entire time—simply because he decreed it. He left her room that morning but that’s no proof of anything. We filled in the blanks instead of considering the pos-
sibility Drake did the entire thing to look cool. It’s gotten to the point where now Drake is having us do the work for him. Yes, I’m going to talk about the Meek Mill thing. I’m not actually going to defend Mill here: he didn’t put in the work he needed to, and he lost. But it was a dirty fight on Drake’s part. He was accused of using a ghostwriter or two or 10—which isn’t unreason-able—and when given the chance to respond—allegedly—wrote a pretty good piece with “Back to Back”. But does anyone remember that time he debuted the song live? He had a PowerPoint pre-sentation of memes regarding the song and Mill’s defeat at his hands play behind him. Memes that had been circulating on Twitter or Reddit. Notice how Drake never really denied he used a ghost-writer. Even in the end, Drake got us to do his work for him. Now this is what it’s come to. As part of a new project to cleanse the palate of “Views,” Drake has dropped a song insulting Pusha-T for being a drug dealer and Kid Cudi for his mental health prob-
lems. This is dumb for at least two reasons besides Cudi not being in a place to rap at his real potential and Pusha-T being Pusha-T. The first: why insult Pusha-T for being a drug dealer? He may have exag-gerated his claim, but the man did deal and he has never shied away from that. He has made poetry off of that. But in the end, it all comes down to Cudi. It was funny to suggest Meek Mill was coasting on his fiancee Nicki Minaj’s fame. The “Hotline Bling” video, gross as it is, is funny because Drake tried to make it funny. Drake insulted a man for problems with addic-tion and mental illness. That’s not funny in the slightest to anyone who has an ounce of empathy, and now Drake is once again back into the solipsism that his harshest critics have accused him of. But I’m not going to make a plea for Drake to come back to relative decency. He can do this himself. But if he’s too self-centered to realize that then we ought to cut him off forever.
Drake
continued from page 10
